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Executive Summary 

Monitoring is the core process in which the knowledge about the state of the computer infrastructure 
is being collected. Monitoring is the basis for other processes, like accounting and logging. There are 
many different tools, protocols and services for collecting infrastructure monitoring data (e.g. protocol 
SNMP and monitoring systems: Ganglia, Nagios, Zabbix). There exist different strategies for 
collecting monitoring data: monitor poll, agent push, and hybrid mode. Monitoring poll is the process 
in which monitoring agents are queried about the state of the sensors. In the case of agent push 
strategy, the agents push the monitoring data towards the central storage. The hybrid mode strategy 
integrates the polling and pushing monitoring data strategies, complementing each other and 
aggregating the data towards the central storage. The central storage usually provides additional 
algorithms for analytics, notifications, and generation of alarms to alert administrators and users about 
the state of the infrastructure. 

Similarly, cyber security monitoring consists of sensors and agents, which monitor the target 
infrastructure and reports vulnerabilities, threats or attacks related to the robustness of the cyber 
security of the infrastructure to the central administration point.  

This deliverable documents the design of the WISER’s monitoring infrastructure consisting of sensors, 
agents, and the central Data Warehouse. It also focuses on demonstrating its capabilities. The 
WISER Monitoring is based on agent push monitoring strategy and consists of WISER Agents 
pushing monitoring and testing data towards the central storage. In this deliverable we present the 
details of the monitoring infrastructure and describe the monitoring sensors that comprise the WISER 
solution. WISER is decoupled in two layers: Resource and Provider layer. Resource layer mainly 
consists of monitoring agents and sensors, and the Provider layer comprises of core web-services 
providing interface towards detected, correlated and computed cyber security assessment data. 

The document also gives an overview of the software packages of the monitoring components, and 
the details for the installation of the packages. In order to connect to the WISER platform, the user 
needs to install the WISER Agent provided in a software package. Once the installation is completed, 
the user’s infrastructure with the agent and sensors is exposed to the WISER framework. This makes 
the reports originating from this WISER Agent to the WISER Monitoring services visible in the 
platform.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

The main purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the deployment and demonstration of 
the WISER Monitoring infrastructure. It includes installation and configuration guidelines of the 
monitoring sensors.  

1.2 Structure of the document  

First, in the first section, we present the glossary of the document. Then, we present the complete and 
already available WISER’s Monitoring Architecture, which represents the basis for the deployment of 
the CyberWISER-Essential and -Plus products. Section 3 presents the Resource layer of the WISER 
Monitoring, i.e., the complete set of monitoring sensors used in the WISER's monitoring architecture. 
Moreover, this section also covers the description of the DNS Traffic Sensor, Snort Sensor, OSSEC, 
Vulnerability scanner and Honeypot. The Resource layer is comprised of these sensors, software that 
is installed on the client’s infrastructure and that has been packaged and made available to the full 
scale pilots in WISER. Section 4 – Monitoring Provider Layer – presents the other core components of 
the WISER Monitoring residing in the cloud as web services deployed at the cloud infrastructure 
provider. Section 5 describes the glue part between Monitoring Resource and Provider layer – the 
communication layer, protocols and technologies used in the communication components. Finally, the 
Monitoring Risk Assessment, which takes into account monitoring events and alarms, is described in 
section 6.  

1.3 Glossary of terms 

Table 1: Terms and their explanation. 

Term Explanation 

Alarms Reports generated by Monitoring Engine  

AMQP Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 

DWH Data Warehouse 

ELK System architecture consisting of Elastic Search, Logstash and Kibana 

Events Events generated by WISER sensors 

HA High Available (refers to application architecture) 

IDPS Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 

Indicator Information that is relevant for assessing the risk level, it may be assigned to 
any risk-model element 

Metrics A measurement of a particular characteristic  

Monitoring Engine WISER core monitoring service providing alarms 

SIEM Security Information and Event Management 

WISER Agent WISER interface towards target infrastructure 

WISER Framework WISER core and supporting services 
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2 WISER Monitoring  

In this deliverable we present and demonstrate complete end-to-end data flow in WISER framework, 
supporting Cyber Risk Assessment functionalities. This section provides a detailed view on the 
WISER Monitoring architecture, including details of the dashboard – WISER presentation layer – 
consisting of different types of widgets.  

2.1 Architecture 

 
In this section we present two conceptual layers in WISER: the Provider and the Resource layers. The 
Provider layer consists of WISER services that implement the Risk Management Platform as a 
Service (RMPaaS) in the cloud infrastructure. The Resource layer consists of a client’s infrastructure, 
i.e., the targets of the monitoring and testing components described in the following sections. The rest 
of the section presents and demonstrates the data flow from monitoring sensors capturing metrics (as 
defined in deliverable D4.1 [9]) towards the core WISER (presentation) components and on the 
Resource Layer. Figure 1 presents these two conceptual layers: Provider (upper) and Resource 
(bottom) layers. The WISER monitoring service is implemented by components present on both 
layers. 

 

 

Figure 1: High-level WISER Monitoring architecture. 

2.1.1 Resource layer 

WISER’s Resource layer consists of the deployed monitoring sensors, and the Resource Layer 
communication infrastructure. The WISER monitoring sensors deployed on the target infrastructure 
comprise of several sensors: 

 DNS Traffic Sensors 

 Snort Sensors 

 OSSEC Server with OSSEC Agents 

 Vulnerability Scanners (based on W3af
1
 and OWASP’s ZAP

2
) 

 Cowrie Honeypot sensors. 

                                                      
1
 http://w3af.org/ 

2
 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Zed_Attack_Proxy_Project 
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Clear architectural diagram with all the components is available in deliverable D4.1 [9]. The detailed 
descriptions of the sensors can be found in section 3.1. To transfer the data captured by the sensors 
in real-time to the Provider layer, the Resource Layer communication infrastructure needs to be 
deployed on the target infrastructure. Additionally, the communication components within the 
Resource Layer consist of: 

 WISER Agent  

 Plugins 

 Syslog infrastructure. 

The WISER Agent is the main communication component on the target infrastructure interfacing with 
the rest of the WISER platform. Plugins are WISER Agent’s modules capable of parsing reports 
provided by Syslog infrastructure. Syslog transfers all the reports from distributed infrastructure 
towards the WISER Agent from the rest of the target infrastructure.  

2.1.2 Provider layer 

WISER’s Provider layer consists of: 

 Monitoring Engine 

 Communication infrastructure 

 Data Warehouse 

The Monitoring Engine provides alerts and indicators to the rest of the framework. In order to 
generate alerts, it uses correlation techniques with the data originating from the sensors. 
Communication infrastructure provides means for the data provided by WISER Agents to Provider 
Layer components. Data Warehouse stores all the captured sensor data, together with alerts and 
indicators provided by the Monitoring Engine. Section 4 provides detailed insight into WISER’s 
Provider layer and its components. Additionally, section 5 provides more details on the 
communication protocols used in monitoring infrastructure in WISER.  

The Provider Layer consists of other core WISER components that are not closely related to 
Monitoring, but are essential for the WISER platform. Risk Assessment Engine (RAE) is a component 
that provides risk assessments based on the monitoring data and the risk models chosen by the user 
of the platform.  

 

Figure 2: WISER Monitoring as basis for Risk Assessment process. 
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Figure 2 presents the relationship between the elements of the WISER Monitoring and the Risk 
Management services within WISER. The Risk Assessment Engine is the core component on the 
Provider layer, that produces an evaluation of the risk the client faces. The assessment is based on a 
risk model with an associated set of model rules which are executed in an evaluation algorithm by the 
Risk Assessment Engine. The figure also presents boundaries between the Monitoring and the Risk 
Assessment Engine (RAE) provided by the Provider layer.  The Monitoring data flow starts on the 
Resource layer from WISER sensors, which are deployed on the Resource Layer. The data is 
aggregated through the communication bus towards the RAE. The communication bus is depicted in 
Figure 3 with yellow colour (RabbitMQ, using TLS).  

Figure 3 depicts the deployment of the Monitoring components consisting of WISER sensors and 
WISER agents on the client’s side (with client we refer to a user using WISER, e.g. the Full Scale 
Pilots). Blue arrows present the dataflow from WISER sensors towards the WISER Agent. Yellow 
arrows present the dataflow using publish-subscribe mechanisms (an implementation of AMQP, 
presented in section 5.2). Currently WISER provides packages internally through the project 
repository where the consortium provides installation guidelines and updates of the packages for 
WISER agent and sensors. The installation guideline describes all the necessary deployment steps 
and configurations of the packages. We provide the installation guideline in the Appendix, section 9. 
WISER currently offers two flavours of packages: Debian-based and CentOS-based. Deployment of 
these packages depends on the client’s infrastructure.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 3: Deployment of Monitoring components. 
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2.2 Dashboard 

WISER is a cyber risk assessment platform where users of the platform want to obtain a cyber risk 
assessment report of their infrastructure providing ICT services. Dashboard (see Figure 4) is the 
presentation component and it provides clear presentation of the current cyber security risk status 
based on the monitoring and test data provided by described layers. 

The WISER framework provides visualisation of monitoring events used in the overall risk assessment 
report. In the former section we provided insight of the dataflow from the sensors towards the Data 
Warehouse. In this section we depict a client’s view on the gathered data. WISER’s dashboard 
consists of different types of widgets: widgets for reporting of the risk, providing overview of the 
monitoring data, providing details on chosen risk models, results of the testing modules, and also the 
configuration of the sensors. Below we depict the presentation layer by each of the main components 
from the dashboard and provide screenshots mainly from the monitoring components. Figure 4 
presents the main view (home page). Figure 5 depicts the “Testing” section of the dashboard. Figure 
6 provides a detailed view of the vulnerability report. Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show data and 
reports provided by the WISER’s Monitoring Engine (described in section 4.1). 

The dashboard (see Figure 4) consists of several sections: Risk Reporting, Configuration, Monitoring, 
Modelling and Testing section.  

Risk Reporting section currently provides 3 widgets: 

 WISER Risk Status – overall risk status of the client (with detailed view on the Risk Patterns 
in the selected models) 

 Risk Status History – historical view on the risk statuses of the client 

 Selected Risk Models – pre-configured models were chosen for the client 

Configuration section currently consists of three widgets: 

 Risk model Selection – the client can choose additional relevant Risk models. 

 Targets – targets used for testing. 

 Questionnaire – the client fills in the questionnaire that is used for the overall cyber security 
risk assessment.  

Monitoring section currently provides three widgets: 

 Sensors status – the provider view on the status of the deployed sensors. 

 Event lookup – the Monitoring Engine’s view on the data aggregated by the deployed 
monitoring sensors. The data is aggregated in the Data Warehouse. 

 Alarm lookup – view on the status of alarms triggered by the Monitoring Engine based on the 
monitoring data. 

Modelling section provides a widget of Risk model library which can be used by the user to 
download, change and upload a new risk model relevant for the client’s company.  

Testing section (Figure 5) currently offers three widgets: 

 Vulnerability scan reports – a timeline-view on the list of vulnerability scan reports. Each 
scan has a timestamp, target URL, Target ID (from the database), Status of the vulnerability 
scan and the associated risk value (currently not yet shown on the dashboard). By clicking on 
the detailed view of the report, the user can review and download raw JSON document (see 
Figure 6) 

 Risk Model Selection – indication of the selected models. 

 DWH Test – overview of the indicators introduced by the selected risk models. 
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Figure 4: CyberWISER Essential and Plus dashboard. Monitoring and Test sections are visible on the 
right of the main menu. 

Figure 4 presents the CyberWISER Essential dashboard where Monitoring and Test sections are 
visible. The dashboard consists of different widgets presenting the user data from the Data 
Warehouse and other WISER Provider layer components. Monitoring data is gathered and correlated 
in the Monitoring Engine (see section 4.1). The CyberWISER Plus features the same dashboard. 
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Figure 5: Testing section. 

 

 

Figure 6: Detailed view of the Vulnerability scan report. 
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Figure 7: Event lookup. 

 

 

Figure 8: Alarm lookup. 
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Figure 9: Alarm detail 

 

3 Monitoring Resource layer 

This section presents the Resource layer in detail. First we focus on the monitoring sensors deployed 
within WISER. WISER provides these monitoring sensors: 

 DNS Traffic Sensor 

 Snort Sensor 

 OSSEC (Server and Agents) 

 Vulnerability scanner (consists of several vulnerability scanners) 

 Honeypot (based on open source Cowrie
3
 honeyport). 

 
For each of the sensor we present: 

 Short overview of the sensor. 

 Technologies behind the sensor. 

 Details on how the sensor detects events and alarms. 

 Short description on how the sensor is deployed. This is just a quick overview since the 
complete deployment is covered in Section 9. 

 What indicators results of the detected events are supported by the sensors 
In the second subsection we complete the Monitoring Resource layer section with details on the 
chosen communication infrastructure.  

3.1 Monitoring Sensors 

3.1.1 DNS Traffic Sensors 

Overview 

The DNS Traffic Sensors are a compilation of tools that analyse the network traffic and look for 

                                                      
3
 http://www.micheloosterhof.com/cowrie/ 
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determined features that match botnet activities, such as fast-flux domains
4
 or a domain with a list of 

IP numbers in a wide geographical distribution that could indicate a lot of infected computers. 
It is important to note that these features are not by themselves a definite proof that a certain IP or 
domain is malicious, because, for example, high availability services have very low TTL values to 
guarantee that there is always the latest information of the available servers. Moreover, redundant 
network giants like Google have server with IPs distributed around the world to improve performance, 
reduce latency and increase QoS. 
The DNS Traffic Sensors use a scoring system, where each feature has its own configurable weight, 
and domains that trigger several of these features having a high score, therefore, having a higher 
chance to be malicious. 
 

Technologies behind the sensors 

The DNS Traffic Sensors use a variety of technologies depending of the features to be detected in the 
traffic and can be separated in 5 groups. 
 

1. Time Based Analysis group 
These tests analyse the frequency of the queries in hourly blocks, and uses NumPy

5
 to make a 

mathematical analysis to find malicious patterns by correlating the time of the connections and the 
density of the traffic per domain. 

The traffic density is represented internally as vectors by domain with the number of connections per 
hour for each day, so NumPy is used for its efficient vector structure operations. 

 
2. TTL Based Analysis group 

These tests have to make periodic queries to the DNS per each domain detected in the traffic in order 
to analyse the distribution of the TTL values in the DSN register using the statistical functions from 
NumPy. 

 
3. Domain name Analysis group 

Malicious servers usually switch between automatically generated domain names to evade blacklists, 
so the DNS Traffic sensors tackle this problem in two different ways: 

 

 First, by implementing the Google Safebrowsing API which contains a list of known phishing 
and malware domains, and that is updated by Google with a rather high frequency (about 
twice per hour).  

 Second, by having an instance of the server that ATOS developed for the project NECOMA
6
 

which is able to recognize patterns in automatically generated domain names using machine 
learning techniques and a public training set of known phishing sites, also called “PhishTank”. 

 
The DNS Traffic Sensors also employs a Bogon filtering list maintained by Team Cymru (at team-
cymru.org).  This list has IP numbers that are not yet allocated by the Internet Numbers Authority 
(IANA) and therefore they should never appear on a routing table for public internet addresses. 

Finally, the Domain Name Analysis group uses a whitelist maintained by Alexa
7
, which holds a 

database with the most popular domains, ordered by the amount of traffic per day.  

 
4. DNS answer based Analysis group 

                                                      
4
 Malicious domains that change IP number extremely quickly to avoid being banned by DNS servers 

using low Time To Live (TTL) values. 
5
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NumPy 

6
 http://www.necoma-project.eu/ 

7
 www.alexa.com 
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Big domains like Google balance the load of their servers by resolving to a different IP every time the 
domain is queried.  This technique however is used by malicious domains to resolve to compromised 
computers all over the world as a way to avoid IP blacklisting. 

This group of sensors use IP-to-Country lists to find domains with a big spatial difference between the 
IPs they resolve to, which are most likely to be malicious. 

Additionally, the sensors make a reverse DNS lookup on those IPs to find out if any domains are 
sharing an IP with another one that was previously marked as malicious. 

 
5. Miscellaneous Analysis group 

The DNS Traffic sensors also look for attempts of DNS Amplification attacks which is a technique 
where an attacker tricks a poorly configured DNS server to overload a victim with redirected 
responses. 

The sensors use the Python’s Dpkt library to look for the specific fields in the DNS queries that fit the 
pattern of the attack. 

 

Details on how the sensor detects events 

The DNS Traffic sensor package depends on the TCPDump packet analyzer to do the actual capture 
of the traffic, but it has a parser script that is able to use parallel processing to digest multiple 
TCPDump files at the same time (one per CPU core). Unfortunately, the Time Based Analysis, or the 
DNS answer based technologies require complex mathematical analysis, or asynchronous calls to 
other services that make impossible to detect security events in real time. Therefore, depending on 
the amount of traffic collected, the analysis of the traffic can take from a few seconds to a few minutes 
to make the processing and correlation of the old data with the new one. 

Once the data has been processed and correlated, and the sensors have detected malicious activity 
on either domain names or IPs, a score table is created by adding a customizable weight value per 
malicious feature on each domain, so domains or IPs that trigger more features, get higher in the 
table. 

Finally, an event is created for each domain name or IP that goes over a customizable threshold, and 
it’s sent to the Monitoring Engine to be correlated with the other reported events. 

 

Short description on how the sensor is deployed 

The DNS Traffic Sensors are installed through Rpm or Deb Linux packaging system (depending on 
the operating system), and are automatically configured by the package manager as much as 
possible, but it’s still required to make some post installation steps detailed in the Appendix, section 9. 
 
A summary of the deployment steps follows: 

1. Use either dpkg or yum Linux programs to install the package, and enter to the folder created 
in ~/.atos_net_tools to make sure the configuration files were created. 

2. Run the rsyslog_config.py script that was installed in order to configure the rsyslog system. 
3. Create a Safebrowsing API key at https://developers.google.com/safe-browsing/key_signup in 

order to have the blacklist domain functionality, and edit the configuration file that was 
automatically generated in ~/.atos_net_tools/configuration.cfg 

4. Add the local domains and local network masks in the automatically generated file 
~/.atos_net_tools/botnet_behaviour.cfg so they are whitelisted by the sensors. 

5. Configure Cron to periodically auto update the white and black lists (Bogons, Alexa, Google 
Safebrowsing), and also to launch the script to capture the network traffic through TCPDump 
and to launch the parser on the captured files afterwards.  A full example is in the Appendix, 
section 9. 

 

https://developers.google.com/safe-browsing/key_signup
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Indicators supported by the Sensors 

The events detected by DNS Traffic sensor will result in network indicators. In particular the following 
indicators included in Deliverable D3.1 are supported by this sensor: 

 

 

Table 2: DNS Traffic Sensor indicators. 

INDICATOR NAME INDICATOR DESCRIPTION 

IN-9  Has any internal machine suspicious 
to belong to a botnet been detected?  
 

IN-21 Is there unusual activity in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-60 Has it been detected a DNS 
(Domain Name Server) 
Amplification attack against some 
DNS Server in the infrastructure?  

 

3.1.2 Snort Sensors 

Overview 

Snort
8
 is an open source network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) that can perform real time 

traffic analysis. 

Not all the attacks are as obvious as a Denial of Service (DoS) where an unexpectedly huge amount 
of traffic tries to overwhelm the server with queries.  Some attacks are performed stealthily, with the 
purpose to gather information for possible security holes, and are done through queries that by 
themselves seem like a genuine use of the server, but once correlated with other queries in the traffic, 
they can be identified as malicious. 

Snort has a predefined set of rules to detect malicious patterns, for example, a lot of connections from 
the same IP number and different destination port are correlated to a port scan attack.  These 
patterns can generate security events that are read by the Monitoring Engine to make a higher level 
correlation. 

Technologies behind the sensor 

Snort is based on libpcap
9
 (a library for packet capture), which provides a low-level network 

monitoring, and through protocol analysis and pattern matching, Snort is capable of a fast and 
efficient detection of threats. 

Details on how the sensor detects events 

Snort can be configured in Network Intrusion Detection mode, which takes an internet interface as 
input, and starts monitoring for network packets passing through that interface, in order to detect 
malicious patterns according to the preconfigured rules. 

If an alert is triggered, Snort writes a line to the default log file (/var/log/snort), which is then read by 
the WISER agent. 

The Snort event is normalized and converted into JSON format to be sent as a standard event to the 
Data Warehouse by the WISER Agent through RabbitMQ for further correlation by the monitoring 
engine. 

                                                      
8
 https://www.snort.org/ 

9
 http://www.tcpdump.org/ 
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Short description on how the sensor is deployed 

The deployment of Snort is rather straightforward using either apt-get or yum, and it’s detailed in the 
Appendix, section 9. 

Indicators supported by the Sensors 

The events detected by Snort sensor will result mainly in network indicators although some of them 
can also support some application indicators. 

In particular, the following network and application indicators defined in Deliverable D3.1 are 
supported by this sensor: 

 

Table 3: Snort sensors' indicators. 

INDICATOR NAME INDICATOR DESCRIPTION 

IN-10 Has any network 
reconnaissance attempt been 
detected in the system in the 
past?  

IN-11 Is there a malware-Trojan 
inside the infrastructure?  

IN-15 Are there double Content-
Length headers in the 
requests?  

IN-19 Are there any requests 
containing HTTP Verbs other 
than GET/POST in the web 
log?  

IN-21 Is there unusual activity in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-61 Has it been detected a TCP 
connection flood attack against 
some Apache Server in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-62 Has it been detected SIP flood 
attack against some server in 
the infrastructure?  

IN-63 Has it been detected a TCP SYN 
flood attack against some 
server in the infrastructure?  

IN-64 Has it been detected a Smurf 
DDoS attack against some 
server in the infrastructure?  

 

3.1.3 OSSEC Server and Agents 

Overview of the sensor  

OSSEC performs real-time application log and file integrity checks. When attacks happen, OSSEC 
reports events through alert logs. In WISER, this sensor is used in the application level monitoring. 
OSSEC supports the monitoring of many widely used applications. If needed, other applications can 
be monitored by providing custom configuration files.  
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Detection techniques  

OSSEC performs log analysis, integrity checking, Windows registry monitoring, rootkit detection, real-
time alerting and active response. OSSEC does Log Analysis for intrusion detection – it uses logs as 
the primary source of information.  

Main tasks of the OSSEC Server and Agents: Log analysis, File Integrity checking (Unix and 
Windows), Registry Integrity checking (Windows), Host-based anomaly detection (for Unix – rootkit 
detection), Active response. It comes with hundreds of decoders/rules out of the box: Unix Pam, sshd 
(OpenSSH), Solaris telnetd, Samba, Su, Sudo, Proftpd, Pure-ftpd, vsftpd, Microsoft FTP server, 
Solaris ftpd, Imapd, Postfix, Sendmail, vpopmail, Microsoft Exchange, Apache, IIS5, IIS6, Horde IMP, 
Iptables, IPF. PF, Netscreen, Cisco PIX/ASA/FWSM, Windows event logs, etc. 

Deployment of the sensor 

OSSEC has two working models: Local (useful when you have only one system to monitor), and 
Agent/Server (which is recommended and also used in WISER). The agent/server is also depicted in 
Figure 10.  In WISER OSSEC requires the deployment of an OSSEC Server and OSSEC Agents 
packages. The server stores the file integrity checking database, the logs, events, rules, decoders 
and system auditing entries. The agents are deployed on each machine that requires OSSEC 
monitoring, while one OSSEC Server is required per organization. The agents send alerts to the 
server, which transforms them into a suitable format and forwards the alerts to a WISER Agent.  

 

Figure 10: OSSEC deployment in WISER. 

Indicators supported by the sensors 

Table 4: OSSEC's indicators. 

INDICATOR NAME INDICATOR DESCRIPTION 

IN-9  Has any internal machine 
suspicious to belong to a 
botnet been detected?  
 

IN-21 Is there unusual activity in the 
infrastructure?  

 

3.1.4 Vulnerability Scanner 
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Overview of the sensor 

The vulnerability scanner service is capable of detecting vulnerabilities in the client’s web 
applications. Its operation in the CyberWISER Essential service is similar to the vulnerability scanner 
offered in CyberWISER Light. However, the former designed to automatically trigger scans against 
the specified targets in a defined time interval. Because of the need to install the sensor on the client’s 
premises, it enables scanning of internal targets, which are not necessarily available from the Internet. 
The vulnerability scanner provides information about the detected vulnerabilities to the Risk 
Assessment Engine, giving values to the respective indicators. 

Technologies behind  

The vulnerabilities, potentially found by the vulnerability scanner, are the results of errors in web 
applications or improperly configured web servers. These vulnerabilities do not directly indicate an 
attack on the infrastructure, but represent security issues that could be exploited by attackers and 
may compromise the observed assets. 

Some examples of vulnerabilities that can be found are: SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS), 
cross-site request forgery (CSRF), source code disclosure, directory listing. 

Detection techniques  

The vulnerability scanning service is based on combining results from two open source vulnerability 
scanning tools, W3af [1] and OWASP ZAP [2], which run predefined tests sending specially formed 
requests to the target server and observing its responses, comparing them with known patterns from 
a database of known vulnerabilities. Another tool, Cscan [3] helps with triggering of both vulnerability 
scanners. The lists of vulnerabilities found by these tools are combined to a single report, which is 
output to syslog and sent via the WISER Agent to the Monitoring Provider Layer. 

The information about each vulnerability found includes vulnerability’s description, a reference link, 
risk level, name of the scanning tool that found the vulnerability, and a description of the solution that 
can help mitigate the vulnerability. An extract of a found vulnerability information from a scanning 
report is shown below: 

{ 
"desc": "Web Browser XSS Protection is not enabled, or is disabled by the 

configuration of the 'X-XSS-Protection' HTTP response header on the web server\n\t", 
"reference": 

"https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_(Cross_Site_Scripting)_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet\n
\thttps://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/\n\t", 

"risk_level": "Low (Medium)", 
"short_desc": "Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled", 
"solution": "Ensure that the web browser's XSS filter is enabled, by setting 

the X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header to '1'.\n\t", 
"source_pentest": "OWASP ZAP", 
"w_risk_level": 20, 
"wascid": "14" 

} 

A report with a list of such vulnerability data is stored in the document-based store of the Data 
Warehouse and is retrieved by the Risk Assessment Engine or manually by a user of the client’s 
organization via the Dashboard.  

The vulnerability scanner’s deployment consists of a task triggering program (Executor) and a 
scanning program (Worker). The Executor contains the configuration parameters and triggers the 
Worker to scan each target repeatedly in the specified time intervals. The Executor runs as a Python 
program, and Worker runs as a Docker container, containing all the tools needed for the vulnerability 
scanning. 
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Deployment of the sensor 

The detailed deployment procedure is described in the Appendix, section 9. The scanning parameters 
can be set in the settings.py configuration file: 

TASKS = [ 
 Task("http://target01-wiser.xlab.si/", timedelta(minutes=10), target_id=53), 
  
] 

The scanning targets (web applications) are listed in the TASKS list. Each definition of a scanning 
task must contain the URL address of the target web application, the time interval after which the 
scanning should be repeated, and the ID number of the target server. The target’s ID number is 
obtained by the client via the WISER Dashboard. 

3.1.5 Honeypot 

Overview of the sensor 

Honeypots are specially deployed servers, used to attract attackers and detect their presence while 
averting the attacks from other machines on the network. The WISER Framework offers an SSH 
honeypot implementation named Cowrie, which exposes its shell over the network and generates 
events to inform other WISER components about connections and actions made by attackers. 

Technologies behind  

Cowrie [4], the open-source SSL honeypot used in WISER, is based on the Kippo project [5] and is 
written in Python. It includes a fake filesystem enabling the attacker to read or add files, with the 
option to add custom content to files (such as /etc/passwd). Cowrie stores entire SSL sessions and 

files downloaded by attackers for later inspection. 

Detection techniques  

Cowrie logs the connection attempts and commands executed by attackers to syslog, which is 
forwarded to the WISER Agent machine and further to the Monitoring Provider Layer, where the logs 
are saved in the form of events in the Data Warehouse. The following lines show the logs of an 
attacker connecting to the honeypot and issuing a command (an extract from syslog): 

Aug 29 13:11:05 wiser-cowrie cowrie: [cowrie.ssh.transport.HoneyPotSSHFactory] New 
connection: 112.31.61.150:49771 (10.32.50.13:2222) [session: a2cc4390] 
 
Aug 29 13:11:05 wiser-cowrie cowrie: [HoneyPotTransport,7,112.31.61.150] Remote SSH 
version: SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.6.1p1 Ubuntu-2ubuntu2.8 
 
Aug 29 13:11:09 wiser-cowrie cowrie: [SSHService ssh-userauth on 
HoneyPotTransport,7,112.31.61.150] login attempt [root/1234] succeeded 
 
Aug 29 13:11:19 wiser-cowrie cowrie: [SSHChannel session (0) on SSHService ssh-
connection on HoneyPotTransport,7,112.31.61.150] Command found: cat /etc/passwd 

 

Deployment of the sensor 

The honeypot is intended to be deployed on a client’s local area network, on the same network 
segment where other monitored machines are located. Because the honeypot offers an SSL interface 
with an easily guessable password (default: 123456), if an attacker gains access to that network 
segment, there is a high chance that they will connect to the honeypot before attacking other 
machines. If that happens, the honeypot can alert the administrators to prevent attacks to important 
machines on the network. The honeypot can therefore detect breaches of network security and keep 
attackers away from real servers by seemingly exposing a weak target. The honeypot should be 
deployed on an internal network of the client, rather than exposed directly to the internet. Multiple 
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honeypots can be installed, for example in several separated network segments. The deployment 
procedure is described in the Appendix, section 9. Additional available settings are documented at the 
Cowrie project web page [4]. 

3.2 Resource Layer Communication Infrastructure 

3.2.1 WISER Agent and Plugins 

The WISER Agent (already described in detail in D4.1, Section 5) is the component of the resource 
layer communication infrastructure in charge of the collection, normalization to a common format and 
transfer to the Data Warehouse as Events (see section 5.1.2) of the metrics generated by the different 
sensors deployed on the customer’s monitored infrastructure.  
 
The WISER Agent is also used to enable the transmission of internal messages from the sensors 
deployed in the customer’s infrastructure to the WISER Provider layer. For example, to send 
heartbeats from the sensors towards the Data Warehouse that allows checking the sensors status. 
 
Different Plugins (also described in detail in D4.1, Section 5) are used by the WISER Agent to analyse 
and standardize the data generated by the different sensors. Each plugin is identified by a different 
plugin_id value which represents a specific data source (sensor). This value is used by the Monitoring 
Engine to identify the specific sensor which generated the metric associated to the event received. In 
the same way, since the same sensor can generate and log different types of metrics, each event 
type belonging to the same sensor (a same plugin) is identified with its own plugin_sid value. 
 

The following table summarizes the plugins used for the sensors currently supported in WISER with 
its identifier (plugin_id) in the Monitoring Engine. 

Table 5: WISER Agent's plugins. 

Sensor Plugin Name Plugin ID Description 

snort_syslog 1001 Snort Sensor 

dns-traffic-sensor 8100 DNS Traffic Sensor  

wiser-ossec 80000 OSSEC Sensor  

wiser-cowrie 81000 Cowrie Honeypot Sensor 

wiser-vulnscanner 82000 Vulnerability Scanner 

wiser-internal-msg 83000 WISER internal messages 

 

 

3.2.2 Syslog 

Syslog is a standard for logging and interchange of logging messages among computers, defined by 
IETF’s RFC 5424 [6]. 

Syslog is used in the WISER Framework for communication of monitoring events messages from 
sensors deployed on the client’s premises to the WISER-Agent instance deployed on the same 
network. This type of communication architecture enables the client to only have one point of 
communication with the Monitoring Provider Layer, avoiding the need for multiple firewall exceptions 
for connections from each of the sensors.  

As an implementation of the syslog protocol, WISER uses the open-source program Rsyslog [7]. 
Rsyslog supports authentication of the syslog server and clients and message encryption based on 
public-key certificates.  
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To communicate an event message, monitoring sensor programs simply output the messages to the 
syslog file on their local machine. Rsyslog is configured on each machine to automatically forward 
messages to the syslog server. The Syslog server is hosted on the machine of the WISER-Agent, 
which reads the messages and forwards them to the Monitoring Provider Layer using AMQP. 

Syslog messages by default include a timestamp, machine hostname and name of the program 
generating the message followed by the message payload. Messages are text strings, separated by 
new lines. The following is an example of a syslog message containing a heartbeat message: 

Sep  5 14:51:50 wiser-agent-ossec wiser-internal-msg: {"extras": {}, "sensor_type": 
"wiser-agent", "sensor_status": "OK", "message_type": "heartbeat"} 

4 Monitoring Provider Layer 

The Provider Layer is where core WISER components are deployed and operate (on private or public 
IaaS). It consists of several core components: 

 Monitoring Engine. 

 Communication layer (AMQP) providing “glue” services between the Resource and Provider 
Layer. 

 Data Warehouse Monitoring Modules.  

4.1 Monitoring Engine  

The Monitoring Engine is the component of the Provider layer of the Monitoring Architecture 
responsible for filtering, aggregating and correlating events collected by the WISER Agents and for 
the generation of alarms based on a predefined set of correlation rules or security directives. 

Deliverable D4.1, Section 6 gives details about the internal operation of the Monitoring Engine. A 
summary can be found below: 

1) The events are received by the Monitoring Engine in a standardized JSON format (see 
section 5.1.2) from the Rabbit MQ server. 

2) The events received are pre-processed and filtered, in accordance to certain policies. A policy 
is a set of filtering conditions configured in the SIEM system included in the Monitoring 
Engine. This way, the number of correlation events arriving to the correlation engine is 
notably reduced. The data schema to use is also provided for this pre-processing step so as 
to know how the data are structured and need to be passed to the next correlation step. Since 
the architecture of the Monitoring Engine is designed to run in a distributed way using Apache 
Storm

10
, a different process will be in charge of each policy defined. 

In particular, a different policy associated to each organization defined in the Data Warehouse 
is initially configured. Each policy will filter the reports received from the monitored 
infrastructure based on the WISER agents defined in the Data Warehouse for a specific 
organization. In this way, the incoming traffic is split into separate data streams (one by 
organization) for its analysis and correlation.  

To these policies, included by default to provide multi-tenant support, the administrator can 
add more conditions such as filtering based on a set of the IP addresses in case only a 
subset of the events collected by the agent are relevant. 

3) The events matching the filtering criteria are correlated by means of the Correlation Engine, 
which is the core of the Monitoring Engine. The Correlation Engine has preconfigured rules 
aiming at detecting patterns being fulfilled. These rules are defined in EPL (Event Processing 
Language), which is a SQL-like language. When the pattern is found, an alarm is generated 
accordingly. 

In the Storm topology defined for WISER, there is by default a different correlation process by 
each organization.  As described in the previous step, each of these correlation processes 

                                                      
10

 http://storm.apache.org/ 
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only receives events coming from agents deployed in a specific organization, according to the 
policy and the data schema defined.  

Although specific security directives can be defined by a specific organization or monitored 
infrastructure, by default, the correlation processes are configured with a predefined set of 
security directives. In particular, the following categories of directives are added in WISER: 

o Network scan directives 

o Malware directives 

o DoS (denial of service) directives 

o BruteForce attacks directives  

o Network attacks directives 

4) Once the Correlation Engine has detected the pattern defined for one of its preconfigured 
rules, a first risk assessment is performed within the Monitoring Engine in order to set the risk 
assigned to the alarm generated. In order to do that, three parameters are used in the formula 
calculating this risk, namely: priority, reliability and asset value. 

The alarms generated are sent to the RabbitMQ server in the standardized JSON format 
described in section 5.1.1.  

 

The figure below (Figure 11) shows the internal composition of the Monitoring Engine (left side of the 
figure) and its interface with other components. Characters on the figure indicate a user interacting 
with the dashboard consisting of corresponding widgets; the interacting users can have different roles 
in the company under evaluation.  

 

Figure 11. Monitoring Engine internal detail and interplay with other components. The rest of the 
monitoring components are marked with orange colour. 
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The alarms detected by the Monitoring Engine will support the generation of network or application 
indicators in the Risk Assessment Engine. In particular, the following indicators defined in Deliverable 
D3.1 can be supported by alarms generated: 

 

Table 6: Monitoring Engine's network and application indicators. 

INDICATOR NAME INDICATOR DESCRIPTION 

IN-10 Has any network reconnaissance 
attempt been detected in the system in 
the past?  

IN-11 Is there a malware-Trojan inside the 
infrastructure?  

IN-21 Is there unusual activity in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-61 Has it been detected a TCP connection 
flood attack against some Apache 
Server in the infrastructure?  

IN-62 Has it been detected SIP flood attack 
against some server in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-63 Has it been detected a TCP SYN flood 
attack against some server in the 
infrastructure?  

IN-64 Has it been detected a Smurf DDoS 
attack against some server in the 
infrastructure?  

 

4.2 Provider Layer Communication Infrastructure 

The core component of the Provider Layer communication infrastructure is the RabbitMQ server, 
supporting AMQP communication among the components. Figure 12 shows the data flows of all the 
data types in the WISER Monitoring system. The bold text indicates the communication protocols and 
the underlined text indicates data types. The RabbitMQ server is represented by the central box in the 
figure. It takes care of distributing the messages to their destination components. Messages are 
routed based on their source and routing key (which is added by the sender and denotes the data 
type). The core function of AMQP is the message queuing, which means that the messages are held 
on the server for as long as they are not processed and acknowledged by the receiver. This prevents 
loss of data in case the receiver is unavailable at the time a message arrives or if the receiver is 
unable to process a sudden high rate of messages. 
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Figure 12: Flows of data types in the WISER Framework. 

4.3 Data Warehouse Monitoring Modules 

Data Warehouse is the central data storage component of the WISER Framework. Among others, it 
stores and provides the following information related to monitoring: 

 events reported by sensors, 

 alarms reported by the Monitoring Engine, 

 reports of vulnerabilities found by vulnerability scanners, 

 status of deployed sensors. 

The Data Warehouse also provides notifications about changes in its data via AMQP to the Risk 
Assessment Engine to support the triggering detector, which determines when to run the risk 
assessment. 

The monitoring data is input to the Data Warehouse via AMQP (RabbitMQ server) from the WISER 
Agents installed on the clients’ premises (Resource Layer) as well as from the Monitoring Engine, 
which provides alerts generated by combining monitoring events. 
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Data can be requested from the Data Warehouse via its HTTP REST interface. This interface is used 
by the WISER Dashboard to show the necessary data to the end users, and by the Risk Assessment 
Engine to evaluate the risks from various monitoring metrics. 

4.3.1 Data Models Related to Monitoring 

Monitoring events, alarms, and vulnerability scan reports are saved in the document-based database 
of the Data Warehouse. These documents are constructed by the WISER Agent from the logs 
originating at the sensors and follow a common format based on the OSSIM

11
 data format. In the case 

of vulnerability scan reports, the format is extended to include a specially formed report (described in 
section 3.1.4) and operation logs of the vulnerability scanners. 

Information about the status of deployed sensors is stored in the “Sensors” table of the Data 
Warehouse relational database. Each entry represents a single sensor instance, holding its ID 
number, type of the sensor, IP address of the sensor’s machine, ID of the organization, times of first 
and the most recent heartbeat message reception and additional sensor-specific data intended for 
troubleshooting the sensor’s operation. Heartbeat messages are described in section 5.1.4 debajo de. 
Data Warehouse matches the heartbeat message to an existing sensor based on its type, 
organization name, and IP address. If a sensor with the same values is already in the database, its 
values are updated, otherwise a new sensor object is created. 

                                                      
11

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSSIM 
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5 Monitoring Communication Protocols  

The definition of communication protocols is crucial for the information interchange between all the 
components in the WISER Framework. The communication considered here covers the flow of 
Events, Vulnerability scan reports, and Heartbeat messages from the Resource Layer towards the 
Provider Layer. Besides this, Alerts generated by the Monitoring Engine as a result of pre-existing 
Events are sent from the Monitoring Engine to the Risk Assessment Engine and the Data Warehouse. 
This section explains the purpose, the flow. and the data format for each of these message types. For 
an easier understanding of the data streams, Figure 12 can be used as reference. 

5.1 WISER Data Formats 

5.1.1 Alerts 

Alarms are generated by the monitoring infrastructure by the correlation of events according to a 
predefined set of rules.   

Information of the events that were correlated and the alarm level can be found inside the alarm. The 
higher the level, the more elaborated and relevant the information provided by the alarm is. 

There are no changes in the format of Alarms to report. An example of the format can be found in 
section 3.2.2 in deliverable D5.1 [14]. 

5.1.2 Events 

The events are described as the standard OSSIM event, which is used by the monitoring 
infrastructure. There are no changes in the Event format since what was reported in deliverable D4.1 
[9]. 

A table with the full information for each key and value of the standard OSSIM event format can be 
found in the section 8.2.1 of deliverable D4.1. 

Additionally, an example of event can be found in section 3.2.2 in deliverable D5.1. 

5.1.3 Vulnerability scan reports 

The vulnerability scan reports carry information about the vulnerabilities found in the client’s web 
applications. This information is used by the Risk Assessment Engine and can also be viewed by the 
end user in the WISER Dashboard to help them mitigate the risks related to the detected 
vulnerabilities. The vulnerability scanning service is described in section 3.1.4. 

The reports are written to syslog on the vulnerability scanner’s machine. The format of the payload in 
the syslog message is the following: 

{ 
"target": <STRING target web application URL>, 
"target_id": <INTEGER target ID>, 
"task_status": <STRING scanning task status*>, 
"report": <JSON array of vulnerability info objects**>, 
"reason": <STRING details about the error***>, 
"log": <STRING vulnerability scanner tools logs> 
} 
 

 * Status can be either “FINISHED” or “FAILED”. 
** Vulnerability info objects are presented in section 3.1.4. In case of an error, the “report” 
section is replaced by “reason”. 
*** Only present in case the scan did not finish successfully. 

The vulnerability scan reports are sent via syslog service to the WISER Agent, which enriches the 
message with additional data about the originating machine and organization, and forwards it to the 
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Monitoring Provider Layer by means of AMQP communication (RabbitMQ). The messages are routed 
to the Risk Assessment Engine’s Indicator Value Generator and to the Data Warehouse for storage. 

5.1.4 Heartbeats 

Heartbeat messages advertise the availability and operation status of the deployed monitoring 
sensors. They are sent continuously (in 10-minute intervals) by the sensors to the Monitoring Provider 
Layer. Heartbeats enable end users as well as system administrators to see whether all the sensors 
are successfully operating and to examine potential error messages. 

The heartbeat messages are written to syslog on each sensor’s machine. The format of heartbeat 
messages is the following: 

{ 
"message_type": "heartbeat", 
"sensor_type": <STRING sensor type name>, 
"sensor_status": <STRING status*>, 
"extras": <JSON object; sensor-specific additional debugging data> 
} 

 * If the sensor is operating normally, the status is “OK”. Any other status signifies an error. 

The heartbeats are sent by the syslog service to the WISER Agent, which forwards the messages to 
the Monitoring Provider Layer. Heartbeats are routed to the Data Warehouse, where the information 
about sensors is updated. The Data Warehouse stores the time of last received heartbeat from each 
sensor and its most recent status or error message. This information can be examined on the WISER 
Dashboard. The sensor status widget content is shown on Figure 13. Green circles represent active 
sensors with a stable state. Red circles show sensors with errors in operation or communication. 
Sensors that have not yet been deployed in the observed organization, are marked grey. 

 

Figure 13: A graphical overview of sensors' status as shown on the WISER Dashboard. 

5.2 AMQP communication 

The AMQP communication protocol is used in the core communication component of the WISER 
Framework, linking the Resource Layer with the Provider Layer as well as providing communication 
between some of the components on the Provider Layer. The AMQP protocol implementation used in 
WISER is RabbitMQ, which is thoroughly described in Deliverable D4.1 . 

5.2.1 RabbitMQ 

In the WISER Framework, a single WISER Agent instance from each client organization is connected 
to RabbitMQ via AMQP. The WISER Agent gathers data from all sensors deployed at the client’s 
premises and forwards them to the RabbitMQ server after appending information about the 
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organization, source sensor address and routing key. The messages get delivered to their destination 
components based on their routing keys. Messages sent via AMQP are encrypted and both the client 
and the RabbitMQ server are authenticated based on public key certificates. 

The messages sent through the RabbitMQ server are in different JSON formats, depending on their 
type. The message types include monitoring events, monitoring alerts, vulnerability scan reports and 
heartbeat messages. 

5.2.2 Security enhancements 

A PKI-based message-signing functionality was added to the WISER agents and its protocol. The 
messages from the agent towards RabbitMQ are signed with the agent's private key. An extra python 
library (py-OpenSSL) was added to the agent requirements. This enables the agents to send the 
signed messages to "eu.cyberwiser.siem_agent_output-signed" exchange.  

There is also a component installed on the RabbitMQ's VM which checks whether the signature in the 
message corresponds to the certificate of the organization marked in the message. This component 
reads the signed messages and forwards them in their normal (un-signed) form to the 
"eu.cyberwiser.siem_agent_output" exchange, from which they are routed forward as usual. This 
means that any message with e.g. organization set to XLAB has to be signed by XLAB's certificate, 
otherwise it will be dropped. While increasing the security this also prevents errors in the WISER 
agent's organization setting. At this moment, un-signed messages are still supported, but after the 
next release and after the installation of the new packages at the FSPs, WISER will forbid sending 
messages directly to the "eu.cyberwiser.siem_agent_output" exchange and only allow signed 
messages from the agents. 

5.3 Data Warehouse Monitoring REST interface 

The Data Warehouse’s relational data scheme has been updated to include the support for monitoring 
elements from the Resource layer. Figure 14 provides an overview of WISER data entities, which are 
part of the complete Data Warehouse’s data scheme, holding the notions of Sensors and Sensor 
types. Moreover, Figure 15 provides an overview of additional entities related to Alerts, networks 
being monitored in the organization, Monitoring Agents being registered within the organization, and 
monitoring policies being used. 

 

Figure 14: Data Warehouse updates with Monitoring entities. 
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Figure 15: Configuration module was built with monitoring components. 

Below we provide brief description of specific entities related to monitoring and end-points of the 
REST Interface provided by Data Warehouse in order to manage described data entities. All the 
REST end-points are secured thanks to the implementation of an authorization framework and the 
entity doing HTTP requests towards these end-points needs to be authenticated and pre-authorized. 

5.3.1 Sensors 

REST API endpoint /monitoring/sensors/ represents an instance of a sensor, deployed at the 

organization. 

5.3.2 Sensor types 

API endpoint of /monitoring/sensor_types/ provides a catalogue of sensor types being used in 

WISER. 

5.3.3 Monitoring Networks 

API Endpoint: /config/monitoring_networks/ represents the networks of the organization 

monitored by the Monitoring Engine. 

5.3.4 Monitoring Applications 

API Endpoint /config/monitoring_applications/ represents available services/applications in 

the organization (e.g. MSQL Server, Cisco routers, Apache Server…) to be taken into account with 
respect to the correlation rules to be applied in the Monitoring Engine. 

5.3.5 WISER Agents 

API endpoint /config/wiser_agents/ represents the WISER Agents deployed in the organization. 

5.3.6 Monitoring policies 

API Endpoint /config/monitoring_policies/ represents the policies of the organization with 

respect to allowed traffic (e.g. eDonkey P2P, BitTorrent, Skype…) to be taken into account with 
respect to correlation rules to be applied in the Monitoring Engine. 

5.3.7 Alerts 
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API end-point of /config/alerts/ provides the user alert configuration handle – it can be used to 

show alrts in the dashboard. 
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6 Monitoring and Risk Assessment  

As shown in Figure 2, indicators play an essential role in both the Monitoring and Risk Assessment 
engines: the Monitoring Engine collects information through the sensors, which is then transmitted to 
the Risk Assessment Engine where it is transformed into indicators, which in turn are used to assess 
the risk exposure of an organization. Section 3.2 of D5.2 [15] contains a detailed description of how 
sensor information is transformed into indicators; how indicators (and their corresponding values) are 
stored in the Data Warehouse (DWH) and how indicators are used in the DEXi or R model 
instantiators. Here we give a brief summary of the role of indicators in WISER. 

6.1 From sensors to indicators 

As shown in the deliverable D5.2, the monitoring infrastructure generates security events and alarms 
from the information captured by the sensors, which are eventually sent to the Risk Assessment 
Engine through RabbitMQ. The RAE receives the events and alarms by subscribing to the queues 
“rae.ivg-events” and “raw.ivg-alarms”. More information can be found in the section 3.1.2.2 of 
deliverable D5.2. 

The vulnerability reports detected in the client infrastructure are also used by the Risk Assessment 
Engine to update the value of the testing indicators related to the vulnerabilities affecting the client 
target system. The RAE received the vulnerability reports by subscribing to the queue “rae.ivg-
vulnreports”. More information can be found in the section 3.1.2.3 of deliverable D5.2.  

6.2 The role of indicators in the risk modelling and assessment 

In WISER the indicators have been classified into four categories: 

 
1. Business configuration. 

2. Test results.  

3. Network-layer monitoring.  

4. Application-layer monitoring.  

 
Deliverable D3.1 contains a detailed description of the indicators used by WISER and their role in the 
risk modelling and assessment. An additional set of business-type indicators was introduced after the 
completion of D3.1, to better quantify the consequence of a risk (when executing DEXi and R 
models). These “consequence indicators” are denoted by “IN-Cn”, when n is an index (a number of 
the indicator). In a first version of the WISER risk models, the IN-Cn indicators are used to manually 
assign a consequence value; in a later project stage, we expect these indicators to be superseded by 
more advanced tools for estimation of the consequences. 

 
As an example, Figure 16 shows a WISER Risk Pattern WRP2 (WISER internal naming of the risk 
patterns: WRP<number>, where number is the number of the risk pattern) with the corresponding 
indicators:  

 Business configuration: IN-32, IN-C11, IN-C12. 

 Test results: IN-8, In-23 

 Network-layer monitoring: IN-11 
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Figure 16.  CORAS diagram for WISER Risk Patter WRP2. 

Figure 16 depicts an example of a risk pattern presented in deliverable D3.1 where the risk pattern is 
analyzed and described into details. The risk pattern is represented using CORAS [18] language and 
notation.  

The monitoring infrastructure generates security events and alarms from the information captured by 
the sensors; through the RabbitMQ software layer, this information is sent to the Indicator Value 
Generator (a module internal to the Risk Assessment Engine, RAE); here the sensor information is 
transformed into indicator values ready to be used as inputs of the DEXi and R algorithms for selected 
WISER Risk Patterns. The internal composition of the Risk Assessment Engine is described in 
Section 3 in D5.2; in particular Section 3.2.1 contains technical details about how the Indicator Value 
Generator module connects to RAbbitMQ and how indicator values are generated: 

 
 Business type indicators: values are obtained from the Business Configuration questionnaire 

 Test results indicators: values are obtained through the vulnerability scans initiated by the 
user (see Section 3.1.4). 

 Network-layer indicators: values are obtained by sensors deployed in the network layer of 
the target under analysis.  

 Application-layer indicators: values are obtained by sensors deployed in the network layer of 
the target under analysis.  

We refer to Section 3.2. of D5.2 for a full description of how the indicators and their corresponding 
values are stored in the WISER Data Warehouse (DWH) and how they are used in the DEXi or R 
model instantiators. The DWH stores a catalogue of indicators in the Application Program Interface 
(API) endpoint “/rae/indicators/”. This is an example of a network indicator associated to an alarm 
stored in the DWH indicator catalogue: 

{ 
  "id":7, 
  "question": "IN-11:Is there a malware-Trojan inside the infrastructure?", 
  "data_type": "boolean", 
  "motivation": "It has been detected malware signatures in the client's 
infrastructure network traffic.", 
  "indicator_type":3, 
  "means":"alarm", 
  "rule":"PLUGIN_ID=70000 AND PLUGIN_SID IN (40000:44999)" 
} 
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7 Conclusions 

The document reports the design of the WISER monitoring infrastructure. It discusses the monitoring 
architecture with a detailed description on the integrated sensors and technology used in the 
monitoring services. Moreover, the document presents the installation guidelines of the monitoring 
infrastructure. The description is available in the Appendix, section 9. 

In general, the WISER platform consists of two general layers: Provider and Resource layer. Provider 
layer consists of services providing core WISER functionalities. Resource layer provides data through 
the monitoring services, and the data is aggregated on the Provider layer in the Data Warehouse. 
Therefore, the monitoring framework in WISER provides a “glue” between these two layers (between 
WISER core components and clients using the platform). It empowers WISER with events, alarms 
and results of the tests of the client’s architecture which are used also for calculation of the client’s 
cyber security risk. Moreover, WISER provides definitions of the monitoring metrics and indicators that 
are used in the process of Risk Assessment.  

Currently the deployment of monitoring sensors and Resource layer components are made through 
packaged software components available for different flavours of operating systems. The packaged 
software is currently made available through a private OwnCloud service of the WISER consortium. In 
the next few weeks (before December 2016) we aim at providing channels for easier updating of the 
installed components. The packages will be made available through dedicated servers, which will  be 
available with the use of alternative sources for software packages on the system being installed with 
the monitoring components.  

Moreover, WISER monitoring components will be updated and completed with sensors and modules 
that will be identified by the WISER Full Scale Pilots as being necessary or missing. For example, 
since the Vulnerability scanner support different scanners as modules, new ones can simply be added 
and existing ones can simply be reconfigured. Additionally, since WISER Agent is built modularly, it 
can be updated with additionally sensors using RSync protocol to communicate important monitoring 
data from the infrastructure under monitoring process towards Data Warehouse.  

Evaluation of the monitoring infrastructure will be made in the next couple of weeks: the indicators 
supported by the monitoring infrastructure will be evaluated and assessed. The Full Scale Pilots will 
provide the feedback, if all the techniques used in the monitoring infrastructure are sufficient in order 
to evaluate the needed indicators, and that all the indicators are enough to provide the data based on 
which the platform can calculate and provide mitigation decisions. 
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9 Appendix : Installation guidelines  

This appendix holds installation guidelines of the WISER sensors written for CentOS7 and Ubuntu. 
 

9.1 Wiser Agent and Wiser sensors deployment 

In this document we use text surrounded with a box in two cases: where there are optional steps or 
where we give additional information, e.g.: 
 

Optional steps or additional information. 

 
In the first section we give installation guide for CentOS 7 / RedHat 7. The second section describes 
the case of Ubuntu-server based installation (14.04).  
 
For this deploy you need root privileges. For the sake of simplicity, this document assumes that you 
are logged in as root. 

9.1.1 Wiser Agent  

Update system and install dependencies: 
 
yum -y update 

yum -y install epel-release 

 
Install Wiser Agent from provided RPM package (package versions might be different) 
 
yum  install wiser-agent-0.0.1-2.x86_64.rpm 

 
Enable and start the Wiser Agent 
 
systemctl enable wiser-agent 
systemctl start wiser-agent 

 
Wiser Agent log can be checked with 
less /var/log/wiser/agent.log 

FSP package, location specific  

Install provided FSP package, specific for your location 
 
yum install wiser-fsp-certs-%COMPANY_NAME%.rpm 

 
This package installs authentication certificates for Wiser Agent, certificates for Syslog and configures 
Syslog for remote log collection over TCP/TLS and UDP. Syslog remote log collection is needed for 
integration of Wiser Agent with sensors (Ossec, Cowrie). 
 

In order to enable the reception of events from sensors running in separate VMs using secure 
rsyslog, the following lines need to be present at the end of the /etc/rsyslog.conf file. 
 
 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile /etc/ssl/certs/ca.crt 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCertFile /etc/ssl/certs/rsyslog-server.cyberwiser.eu.crt 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverKeyFile /etc/ssl/certs/nopass-rsyslog-server.cyberwiser.eu.key 
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$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls 
$InputTCPServerStreamDriverAuthMode x509/name 
$InputTCPServerStreamDriverPermittedPeer sensor-generic.cyberwiser.eu 
$InputTCPServerStreamDriverMode 1 
if $syslogfacility-text == 'local1' then /var/log/snort/snort.alert 
$template WISER_Format, "%msg%\n" 
if $msg contains 'CCH REPORT:' then /var/log/wiser/dns_traffic_sensor.log;WISER_Format 
 
Besides, for the vulnerability scanner to successfully sends reports, rsyslog has to be configured to 
accept long enough messages. The following line has to be included at the beginning of the file 
/etc/rsyslog.conf, before the $ModLoad directives: 
  
$MaxMessageSize 1m 
  

 
Check you have the correct information in the file /etc/ossim/agent/config.cfg in the section [plugin-
defaults]. The data included in this section will be used to identify which WISER Agent is sending the 
events. In particular, you need to verify these parameters: 
 

 override_sensor: This parameter is used to enable this section and use the information 
included here when the events with the metrics received from the sensors are built, instead of 
using the default ip address assigned to the eth0 in the machine where the WISER Agent is 
installed. By default:   

override_sensor=True 

 sensor: This is the ip address that will be associated to your WISER Agent and included in the 
events sent to the Data Warehouse. This means that if you have a public ip address 
associated to the WISER agent, you should set it up here. For example: 

sensor = 212.37.123.111 

 organization: This is the name of your organization that will be included in the events sent to 
the Data Warehouse. For example:  

organization=XLAB 
 
Restart Wiser Agent and Syslog after install 
 
systemctl restart wiser-agent 

systemctl restart rsyslog 

 
Contact WISER support team (support-wiser@lists.atosresearch.eu) to inform about the installation of 
your WISER-Agents in order to activate the reception of events coming from your agents in the 
Monitoring Engine. You need to indicate: 
 

● name: parameter 'id' in /etc/ossim/agent/config.cfg 

● ip_address: parameter 'sensor' in /etc/ossim/agent/config.cfg 

● id: content of the file /etc/ossim/agent/agentuuid.dat  (e.g. f842641b-4413-4782-bf0f-

03f855f40c5f) 

DNS Traffic sensor  

Install MongoDB, enable and start 
 
yum install mongodb-server mongodb 

systemctl enable mongod 
systemctl start mongod 
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Additional information for the installation and configuration of MongoDB can be found in 
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/tutorial/install-mongodb-on-linux/  

 
Install DNS Traffic Sensor from provided package 
 
yum install atos_dns_traffic_sensor-0.9.2-1.x86_64.rpm 

 
If DNS Traffic Sensor is not installed in the same VM where the wiser-agent is, then you need to 
execute the following script to configure remote rsylog and provide the IP address where the WISER 
Agent is running when requested: 
 
rsyslog_config.py 

 
Please insert the WISER Agent's IP address, or hit enter for default (localhost) 
    
Create a Safebrowsing API key at https://developers.google.com/safe-browsing/key_signup and copy 
it in the ~/.atos_net_tools/configuration.cfg file in the patameter safebrowsing_apikey 
 
Edit the file ~/.atos_net_tools/botnet_behaviour.cfg if you want to add your networks and domains in 
the following sections to avoid false alarms:  
 
    [local_network_masks] 
 
    [local_domains_regex] 
 
Edit the file ~/.atos_net_tools/custom_whitelist.txt if you want to add servers to the whitelist to avoid 
false alarms. 
 
Add the following lines to the cron of the user 'root':   
 
0 * * * * /root/generatePCAPfile.sh eth0 /var/pcap_files 
10 * * * * /usr/bin/pcap-parser.py -n4 -s /var/pcap_files 
30 * * * * /usr/bin/analysis_daemon.py -n > /dev/null 
45 * * * * /usr/bin/pcap_analysis.py -s -r > /dev/null 
1,31 * * * * /usr/bin/safebrowsing_api.py -u 
20 12 * * *  /usr/bin/whitelist.py -u 
10 12 * * * * /usr/bin/bogon_analysis.py -u 
 
NOTE: You need to substitute "eth0“ by the interface where you are receiving dns traffic  
and "/var/pcap_files“ by the folder where you want the pcap files are stored. Edit the provided script 
generatePCAPfile.sh and adapt it for your needs. It is by default prepared to collect traffic during 1 
hour (3600 seconds). 

Snort Sensor installation  

In order to install the Snort preconfigured in your server, execute the following commands: 
 
rpm -ivh daq-2.0.6-1.centos7.x86_64.rpm 
yum install wiser-snort-2.9.8.2-1.x86_64.rpm 

 
Edit the file /etc/sysconfig/snort to check whether you have the correct INTERFACE configured. In the 
installation it will be configured with the default interface for CentOS VM (enp0s8). For example:   
INTERFACE=eth0 

 
Edit the file /etc/snort/snort.conf to setup the network addresses you are protecting (by default all of 
them are preconfigured with “any”). For example: 

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/tutorial/install-mongodb-on-linux/
https://developers.google.com/safe-browsing/key_signup
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 ipvar HOME_NET [192.168.145.0/24,195.68.85.0/24]  
  
Restart Snort to get your own network configuration: 
 
systemctl restart snortd 

 
If Snort Sensor is not installed in the same VM where the wiser-agent is, then you need to execute the 
following script to configure remote rsylog and provide the IP address where the WISER Agent is 
running when requested: 
    
rsyslog_snort_config.py 

 
Please insert WISER Agent's IP address, or hit enter for default (localhost) 
    
Snort logs can be found in the folder /var/log/snort.To test snort is working correctly, you can execute 
the following commands against one of the IPs in your HOME_NET from the outside of your 
HOME_NET 
 nmap -sS -sV -P0 <your_ip> 

 
You should see the file /var/log/snort/portscan.log has been updated. 
 
 

More documentation about Snort can be found at https://www.snort.org. There are a predefined set 
of rules configured in the file /etc/snort/snort.conf and available in the folder /etc/snort/rules. If 
needed, they can be adapted editing the file /etc/snort/snort.conf and/or commenting/uncommenting 
lines in the own rule files. 

 

Ossec server  

This document assumes, that the Ossec server is installed on the same server as Wiser Agent. 
Integration between the Wiser Agent and the Ossec server is done via Syslog log file. 
 
Install Ossec server from provided package 
 
yum install wiser-ossec-server-0.0.1-1.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm 

 
Start Ossec server 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-server/bin/ossec-control start 

 

Important! Ossec Server will open port 1514/UDP only after we add our first  Ossec Agent! After 
adding first agent, restart Ossec Server! 

 
 

In case, where the Ossec Server is running on the same server as Snort or other package sniffing 
tools that are switching ethernet devices into promiscuous mode, rule for these alerts must be 
overridden. 
 
Edit local rule file: 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-server/rules/local_rules.xml 

 
Add following (replace HOSTNAME with actual hostname, where Ossec Server/Agent and Suricata 
are running): 

https://www.snort.org/
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<group name="optional-wiser-rules"> 

  <rule id="5104000" level="0"> 

    <if_sid>5104</if_sid> 
    <hostname>HOSTNAME</hostname> 

    <match>entered promiscuous mode</match> 
    <description>Interface entered in promiscuous(sniffing) mode.</description> 

  </rule> 
</group> 

 
Make sure, that local_rules.xml file has the following permissions: 
 
chown ossec:ossec /usr/share/wiser-ossec-server/rules/local_rules.xml 

chmod 0550 /usr/share/wiser-ossec-server/rules/local_rules.xml 

 
Restart Ossec server 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-server/bin/ossec-control restart 

Test Wiser Agent integration with Ossec server 

Integration of Ossec server with Wiser Agent can be tested with installation of a new package on this 
server 
 
yum install iptraf 

 
This will produce following log entries: 
 

● Ossec will produce level 7 alert with ID 2932 in syslog (/var/log/messages): 

 
Jul  4 12:58:18 centos-wiser-test ossec: Alert Level: 7; Rule: 2932 - New Yum 
package installed.; Location: centos-wiser-test->/var/log/messages; Jul  4 
12:58:17 centos-wiser-test yum[6740]: Installed: iptraf-ng-1.1.4-4.el7.x86_64 

 
● Wiser Agent log will show (/var/log/wiser/agent.log): 

 
2016-07-04 12:58:18,610 Output [INFO]: 
{"event":{"type":"detector","date":"1467629898","device":"127.0.0.1","interface":"
eth0","plugin_id":"80001","plugin_si 
d":"80000","src_ip":"0.0.0.0","dst_ip":"0.0.0.0","userdata1":"MjkzMg==","userdata2
":"TmV3IFl1bSBwYWNrYWdlIGluc3RhbGxlZC4=","userdata3":"Y2VudG9zLXdpc2VyLXRlc 

3Q=","userdata4":"IEp1bCAgNCAxMjo1ODoxNyBjZW50b3Mtd2lzZXItdGVzdCB5dW1bNjc0MF06IElu
c3RhbGxlZDogaXB0cmFmLW5nLTEuMS40LTQuZWw3Lng4Nl82NA==","log":"SnVsICA0IDEyOj 

U4OjE4IGNlbnRvcy13aXNlci10ZXN0IG9zc2VjOiBBbGVydCBMZXZlbDogNzsgUnVsZTogMjkzMiAtIE5l
dyBZdW0gcGFja2FnZSBpbnN0YWxsZWQuOyBMb2NhdGlvbjogY2VudG9zLXdpc2VyLXRlc3QtPi9 

2YXIvbG9nL21lc3NhZ2VzOyBKdWwgIDQgMTI6NTg6MTcgY2VudG9zLXdpc2VyLXRlc3QgeXVtWzY3NDBdO
iBJbnN0YWxsZWQ6IGlwdHJhZi1uZy0xLjEuNC00LmVsNy54ODZfNjQg","fdate":"2016-07-0 
4 10:58:18","tzone":"2.0","event_id":"41d611e6-ae51-5254-0014-13b037305714"}} 

9.1.2 Vulnerability scanner  

Vulnerability Scanner runs as Docker container. It can be installed on same server as the Wiser Agent 
or a separate server. 
 
Install dependencies 
 
yum install docker rsyslog-gnutls 
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Enable and start Docker engine 
 
systemctl enable docker 

systemctl start docker 

 
Vulnerability Scanner is written in Python 3.4, because of this, also install 
 
yum install epel-release 

 
Now, install Vulnerability Scanner from provided package (versions might be different) 
 
yum install vulnerability-scanner-0.0.1-1.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm 

 
Since Docker container image of Vulnerability Scanner is quite big, 1.6 GB, this will take a while. 
 

After deployment is done, there should be two running services, “executor” and “cscan-worker”. 
Executor is started/stopped via supervisorctl, cscan-worker is running as Docker container 
 
With the supervisor, you can get status, you can start, stop or restart executor 
 
supervisorctl status 
supervisorctl start executor 

supervisorctl stop executor 

 
Executor’s log file is located 
/usr/share/vulnerability-scanner/wrapb/executor.log 

 
With Docker, you can also get status, log output, stop and start cscan-worker 
 
docker ps -- lists running containers 

 
CONTAINER ID        IMAGE               COMMAND                  CREATED             
STATUS              PORTS               NAMES 
8fde50d7a8f0        cscan-worker        "/bin/sh -c ./run-wor"   20 minutes ago      
Up 20 minutes                           loving_lovelace 

 
Kill cscan-worker running container 
 
docker kill 8fde50d7a8f0 

 
Start cscan-worker 
 
docker run cscan-worker 

 
Get log output 
 
docker logs 8fde50d7a8f0 

 
Vulnerability Scanner’s config file: 
/usr/share/vulnerability-scanner/wrapb/settings.py 

 
Documentation for Wiser Dashboard will be provided in separate document. 
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In case Vulnerability Scanner is not installed on the same server as Wiser Agent, we need to 
configure remote syslog: 
 
Edit “/etc/rsyslog.conf” file and add following lines to the end of the file 
 
… 
$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile \ 
 /usr/share/vulnerability-scanner/certs/wiser-rsyslog-ca.crt 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverCertFile \ 

 /usr/share/vulnerability-scanner/certs/wiser-rsyslog-honeypot1.crt 
$DefaultNetstreamDriverKeyFile \ 

 /usr/share/vulnerability-scanner/certs/wiser-rsyslog-honeypot1.key 
$ActionSendStreamDriverAuthMode x509/name 
$ActionSendStreamDriverPermittedPeer wiser-generic-rsyslog 
$ActionSendStreamDriverMode 1 
*.* @@WISER_AGENT_HOST_IP_ADDRESS:514 

 
Replace WISER_AGENT_HOST_IP_ADDRESS with Wiser Agent IP address. 
 
Restart syslog 
 
systemctl restart rsyslog 

9.1.3 Cowrie sensor install 

Cowrie sensor is the Honeypot that mimics SSH console. It should be installed on a separate server. 
 
Install dependencies 
 
yum -y install epel-release rsyslog-gnutls 

 

Install, enable and start firewalld if needed (e.g. if the node is exposed to the untrusted networks): 
 
yum install firewalld 
systemctl enable firewalld 

systemctl start firewalld 

 
Open firewall ports for Cowrie SSH login: 
 
firewall-cmd --add-port 2222/tcp --permanent 
firewall-cmd --reload 

 
Cowrie will bind on TCP port 2222 by default. 
 
Install Cowrie from provided package file 
 
yum install wiser-cowrie-0.0.1-1.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm 

 
Starting/stopping Cowrie 
 
su cowrie -c start-wiser-cowrie 

stop-wiser-cowrie 

 
Cowrie log: 
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/usr/share/wiser-cowrie/log/cowrie.log 

 

If needed, port can be changed to any other port above 1024, ports below 1024 require root access 
and are not suitable because of security concerns. Cowrie configuration is stored in file: 
/usr/share/wiser-cowrie/cowrie.cfg 

 
For Cowrie, to run on default SSH port 22/TCP, we need to modify sshd daemon to run on different 
port and utilize port forwarding so it will forward connections on port 22/TCP to Cowrie port 2222/TCP. 
 
Add port 2201 to firewall (if needed) 
 
firewall-cmd --add-port 2201/tcp --permanent 

firewall-cmd --reload 

 
SELinux ssh port configuration. Install SElinux management tools: 
 
yum install setroubleshoot-server 

 
Enable ssh access to port 2201/TCP 
 
semanage port -a -t ssh_port_t -p tcp 2201 

 
For ssh daemon to listen on port 2201/TCP modify configuration file: 
/etc/ssh/sshd_config 

 
Modify line with “Port 22” and change it to “Port 2201”: 
 
... 

Port 2201 
... 

 
Restart sshd daemon 
 
systemctl restart sshd 

 
Test connection to new port 2201/TCP with: 
 
ssh root@<SERVER_IP> -p 2201 

 
Remember! From now on, normal ssh is available on port 2201, port 22 will serve dummy honeypot 
ssh session! 
 
Now, that port 22/TCP is free, we can create port forwarding with firewalld: 
 
firewall-cmd --add-forward-port=port=22:proto=tcp:toport=2222 --permanent 

firewall-cmd --reload 

 
Or without firewalld (if there is no firewalld installed on this server): 
 
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp --dport 22 -j REDIRECT --to-port 2222 

 
NOTE: to make this port redirection permanent add this line in /etc/rc.d/rc.local 

 
Cowrie is integrated with Wiser Agent over remote Syslog functionality. Syslog on Cowrie server must 
be configured, so it sends syslog logs to Wiser Agent server. On the Wiser Agent server, we have 
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already configured Syslog server to accepts incoming connections on port 514/TCP and UDP. The  
traffic between servers is encrypted and data is transmitted over TCP. UDP is only suitable for local, 
on server traffic. 
 
Edit “/etc/rsyslog.conf” file and add this line to the end of the file, replace <WISER_AGENT_IP> with 
IP address of Wiser Agent server: 
 
*.* @@<WISER_AGENT_IP>:514 

 
Restart rsyslog 
 
systemctl restart rsyslog 

Test Cowrie sensor and Wiser Agent integration 

Try connecting to Cowrie with ssh (Cowrie port, not real SSH!) as user “root” and password “1234”. 
This will produce following log entries: 

● Local syslog on Cowrie server 

 
Jul  4 17:11:55 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: 
[cowrie.ssh.transport.HoneyPotSSHFactory] New connection: 172.16.93.161:50138 
(172.16.117.252:2222) [session: 88d5050c] 
Jul  4 17:11:55 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: 
[HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] Remote SSH version: SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_7.2 
Jul  4 17:12:08 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHService ssh-userauth on 
HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] public key attempt for user root with 
fingerprint fa:18:95:bf:9d:df:64:0f:08:a9:fa:64:e0:22:21:d0 
Jul  4 17:12:08 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHService ssh-userauth on 
HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] public key attempt for user root with 
fingerprint 56:af:79:b4:fc:64:4d:e2:67:d6:af:cf:2e:8b:bf:07 

Jul  4 17:12:08 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHService ssh-userauth on 
HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] public key attempt for user root with 
fingerprint 4b:61:76:9e:07:cd:2d:ae:3a:c6:f1:6f:37:8b:66:fc 

Jul  4 17:12:10 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHService ssh-userauth on 
HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] login attempt [root/1234] succeeded 

Jul  4 17:12:11 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHChannel session (0) on 
SSHService ssh-connection on HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] Terminal Size: 43 
157 

Jul  4 17:12:11 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHChannel session (0) on 
SSHService ssh-connection on HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] request_env: 
XMODIFIERS=@im=ibus 
Jul  4 17:12:11 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHChannel session (0) on 
SSHService ssh-connection on HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] request_env: 
LANG=en_US.UTF-8 

Jul  4 17:12:11 centos-wiser-test-sensor cowrie: [SSHChannel session (0) on 
SSHService ssh-connection on HoneyPotTransport,0,172.16.93.161] Opening TTY Log: 
log/tty/20160704-171211-88d5050c-0i.log 

 
● On Wiser Agent server, syslog should also show same entries. This means, that Cowrie 

sensor server is successfully sending log to Wiser Agent server. 

● In Wiser Agent log, event is logged 

 
2016-07-04 17:23:14,369 Output [INFO]: 
{"event":{"type":"detector","date":"1467645794","device":"127.0.0.1","interface":"
eth0","plugin_id":"81001","plugin_sid":"81000","src_ip":"172.16.93.161","dst_ip":"
172.16.117.252","dst_port":"2222","userdata1":"TmV3IGNvbm5lY3Rpb24=","userdata2":"
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ZTUwYjk0ZWY=","log":"SnVsICA0IDE3OjIzOjE0IGNlbnRvcy13aXNlci10ZXN0LXNlbnNvciBjb3dya
WU6IFtjb3dyaWUuc3NoLnRyYW5zcG9ydC5Ib25leVBvdFNTSEZhY3RvcnldIE5ldyBjb25uZWN0aW9uOiA
xNzIuMTYuOTMuMTYxOjUwMjA4ICgxNzIuMTYuMTE3LjI1MjoyMjIyKSBbc2Vzc2lvbjogZTUwYjk0ZWZdI
A==","fdate":"2016-07-04 15:23:14","tzone":"2.0","event_id":"41fb11e6-8a0e-5254-
0014-13b039ccce10"}} 

9.1.4 Ossec Agent install 

Ossec agent communicates with Ossec server over 1514/UDP port. Ossec Agents are managed 
centrally on Ossec Server. For successful installation we require Ossec Server’s IP address and 
Agent KEY, generated on server. 
 
Connect to Ossec Server, and run manage_agents Ossec management tool: 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec/bin/manage_agents 

 
**************************************** 
* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.     * 

* The following options are available: * 
**************************************** 

   (A)dd an agent (A). 

   (E)xtract key for an agent (E). 
   (L)ist already added agents (L). 

   (R)emove an agent (R). 
   (Q)uit. 

Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: 

 
Type “a” and Enter 
 
**************************************** 

* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.     * 
* The following options are available: * 

**************************************** 
   (A)dd an agent (A). 

   (E)xtract key for an agent (E). 
   (L)ist already added agents (L). 

   (R)emove an agent (R). 

   (Q)uit. 
Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: a 

 
- Adding a new agent (use '\q' to return to the main menu). 
  Please provide the following: 

   * A name for the new agent: agent-x 
   * The IP Address of the new agent: any           

   * An ID for the new agent[002]:  

Agent information: 
   ID:002 

   Name:agent-x 
   IP Address:any 

 
Confirm adding it?(y/n): 

 
Fill in the agent name, the agent’s IP address and ID. For the agent name you can enter agent’s 
server hostname, the IP address can be full IP address (192.168.122.112), subnet (192.168.122.0/24) 
or “ANY” to allow agent to connect from any address. This is also used for agents behind NAT, in 
which case server would see all agents as they are all connecting from same IP. 
 
Confirm entries with “y” and Enter 
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**************************************** 

* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.     * 

* The following options are available: * 
**************************************** 

   (A)dd an agent (A). 
   (E)xtract key for an agent (E). 

   (L)ist already added agents (L). 
   (R)emove an agent (R). 

   (Q)uit. 

Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: 

 
We are again in base menu, this time type “e” and Enter 
 
Available agents:  
   ID: 001, Name: one, IP: 172.16.0.0/16 

   ID: 002, Name: agent-x, IP: any 
Provide the ID of the agent to extract the key (or '\q' to quit):  

 
Type in agent’s ID, in our case “002” 
 
Agent key information for '002' is:  

MDAyIGFnZW50LXggYW55IGM1MmQ0MWNiYmY1MzUwM2YyZWI4ZjVhY2U3NGE2NmFlNTk0MTRmZGY4NmI4OG
JiODA0NmIzOGE0NzEyODRiMzE= 

 
** Press ENTER to return to the main menu. 

 
NOTE! Restart the Ossec Server after first Ossec Agent key is generated. Until restart, the Ossec 
Agent won’t be able to connect to server! 
 
This is our new agent’s key. We can now disconnect from the Ossec Server (don’t forget agent’s 
key!). 
 
We can now install the Ossec Agent from provided RPM package. 
 
yum install wiser-ossec-agent-0.0.1-1.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm 

 
After install we configure agent. Agent’s configuration file is: 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/etc/ossec.cfg 

 
Modify config and enter the Ossec Server’s IP address (replace 192.168.1.1 with correct IP) 
 
… 

  <client> 

    <server-ip>192.168.1.1</server-ip> 
  </client> 

... 

 
Import Agent’s key (same command as on Ossec Server) 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/bin/manage_agents 

 
 
**************************************** 

* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.     * 
* The following options are available: * 
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**************************************** 
   (I)mport key from the server (I). 

   (Q)uit. 
Choose your action: I or Q: 

 
Type “i” and Enter 
 
* Provide the Key generated by the server. 
* The best approach is to cut and paste it. 
*** OBS: Do not include spaces or new lines. 
 
Paste it here (or '\q' to quit): 
 
Paste Agent’s KEY from the Ossec Server and press Enter 
 
Agent information: 

   ID:002 
   Name:agent-x 

   IP Address:any 

 
Confirm adding it?(y/n): 

 
Confirm with “y” and Enter 
 
Leave the Ossec Agent manage_agents and start the Ossec Agent 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/bin/ossec-control start 

 
Get the Ossec Agent’s status 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/bin/ossec-control status 

 
Start/stop Wiser Agent 
 
/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/bin/ossec-control start 

/usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/bin/ossec-control stop 

 
The Ossec Agent log file /usr/share/wiser-ossec-agent/logs/ossec.log should indicate 

successful connection to Ossec Server and start of monitoring 
 
2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd: INFO: Using notify time: 600 and max time to 
reconnect: 1800 

2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd(1410): INFO: Reading authentication keys file. 
2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd: INFO: Started (pid: 20413). 

2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd: INFO: Server IP Address: 172.16.117.200 

2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd: INFO: Trying to connect to server 
(172.16.117.200:1514). 

2016/07/04 17:36:07 ossec-agentd: INFO: Using IPv4 for: 172.16.117.200 . 
2016/07/04 17:36:10 ossec-agentd(4102): INFO: Connected to the server 
(172.16.117.200:1514). 
2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Started (pid: 20421). 

2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-rootcheck: INFO: Started (pid: 20421). 

2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Monitoring directory: '/etc'. 
2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Monitoring directory: '/usr/bin'. 

2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Monitoring directory: '/usr/sbin'. 
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2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Monitoring directory: '/bin'. 
2016/07/04 17:36:11 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Monitoring directory: '/sbin'. 

2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector(1950): INFO: Analyzing file: 
'/var/log/messages'. 

2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector(1950): INFO: Analyzing file: 
'/var/log/secure'. 

2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector(1950): INFO: Analyzing file: 
'/var/log/maillog'. 
2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector: INFO: Monitoring output of command(360): 
df -h 
2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector: INFO: Monitoring full output of 
command(360): netstat -tan |grep LISTEN |grep -v 127.0.0.1 | sort 

2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector: INFO: Monitoring full output of 
command(360): last -n 5 

2016/07/04 17:36:13 ossec-logcollector: INFO: Started (pid: 20418). 
2016/07/04 17:37:13 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Starting syscheck scan (forwarding 
database). 
2016/07/04 17:37:13 ossec-syscheckd: INFO: Starting syscheck database (pre-scan). 

 


